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Audeze LLC is a California-based high-end 
audio manufacturer delivering the most 
accurate sound reproduction available 
today. Audeze products are engineered with 
the latest innovations in materials science 
and technology matched with precision 
craftsmanship to produce an astonishingly 
dynamic and immersive sound. Audeze’s 
commitment to research and development 
is reflected in every facet of our made- 
in-the-USA products.
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LCD COLLECTION
Planar Magnetic Technology

“Audeze headphones exemplify the pursuit of excellence. 

  No dynamic headphone at any price comes close.”

“Exquisitely well-built offering incredible performance. 

  In design, build, and performance, they’re the epitome of high-end.”

“Bass impact and detail is simply otherworldly, 

  midrange performance is similarly stellar.”

"Frankly, these headphones feel the way that the interior 

  of a Rolls-Royce automobile looks – in a word, sumptuous."

“I keep hearing things on my masters I've never heard 

  before with these phones which is quite something.”

Bob Ludwig
Gateway Mastering

“Headphones provide a path for exceptional sound quality for

 a fraction of the price of a traditional loudspeaker-based system.”

Arnie Nudell
Loud Speaker Designer

“Stated simply, these are not just the best headphones I've ever heard,

  they're the best headphone experience I've ever experienced.

Frank Filipetti
METAlliance

“I'm blown away - these completely

  solved any issues I had monitoring.”

Rob Swire
Pendulum
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 headband and earpads

Inside Audeze Technology
Audeze is the world leader in planar magnetic headphone technology. 

Our proprietary drivers use aerospace-grade thin-film diaphragms 

producing fast, dynamic and accurate music reproduction.

Magnetic Structure
Our magnetic array design generates a uniform magnetic field across 

the diaphragm eliminating breakup modes for extremely low distortion. 

Ultra-Thin Diaphragm
Our aerospace-grade, ultra-thin-film diaphragms are extremely low 

mass for improved response time, imaging and clarity.   

Fazor Technology
Patent-pending Fazor elements improve clarity, focus, and the already 

spectacular holographic imaging by guiding the flow of sound waves 

around the powerful magnets.
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 headband and earpads

• Rings available in Caribbean

 Rosewood at additional cost

Audeze LCD Collection

At the pinnacle of our LCD

Collection, the LCD-3 delivers the 

highest resolution experience we 

offer. With dynamic sound and a 

wide, enveloping soundstage 

you’re emotionally connected to 

artist and music.

Impedance: 110 ohms

High Resolution

Neutral and transparent, the 

LCD-X is the ultimate tool for 

recording engineers, musicians 

and audiophiles for its clean, 

accurate sound. Portable 

players drive it with no 

problem but an amplifier 

produces even better results.

Impedance: 20 ohms

Reference Level

The beautifully hand-crafted

LCD-2 delivers audiophile

quality, low-distortion sound 

that articulates the power 

and nuance of your favorite 

music. The LCD-2 is also the 

most forgiving of poor 

recordings.

Impedance: 70 ohms

High Performance

The LCD-XC offers all the

benefits of our planar magnetic

design plus increased isolation

and reduced ambient noise. It

works great with portable

players but an external amplifier

produces even better results.

Impedance: 20 ohms

Reference Level
Closed-Back

Find out which Audeze headphone is right for you at:

www.audeze.com/myaudeze


